Front Office Software
Productivity without boundaries
ADP AdvancedMD practice management
allows you to create a paperless medical office,
seamlessly tied to your billing service’s financial
platform for a virtually stress-free billing process
with automated charge capture.

Far beyond typical front office software, ADP AdvancedMD cloud practice
management solutions drive bottom-line benefits with paperless workflow
for physicians of all specialties, location count and practice size.
Simplified Workflow

Improved Communication & Financial Transparency

The ADP AdvancedMD system helps front office staff

You can easily improve communications and reporting

better manage patient and resource scheduling as well

through HIPAA-compliant messaging. Your staff and billing

as the check-in/checkout process. Deductibles, co-pays,

service personnel can collaborate to clarify any missing

and account balances are easily captured with integrated

or ambiguous information that all gets documented

credit card processing. Insurance cards are scanned and

through an audit trail. The ADP AdvancedMD practice

managed directly within patient demographics, eliminating

management platform provides high transparency to

faxing and courier services.

business management reports, available anywhere,
anytime through our cloud.

Intuitive, Color-coded Scheduling
Secure cloud access means your staff can update all

Charge Capture Automation

schedules anytime and anywhere—regardless of how

ADP AdvancedMD includes an optional, full-featured EHR

many medical providers, locations or resources you

as an integrated solution for faster patient charting and

have. Integration with the ADP AdvancedMD medical

automated charge capture. Charges can also be captured

practice management system delivers one-screen intake,

electronically using an online charge slip for faster revenue

real-time electronic eligibility verification, and crucial

capture, with reduced potential for error.

financial information handling—including patient balance
pop-up memos, online charge slips, instant co-payment
and patient portion reporting. It’s a complete medical
scheduling software system that’s color-coded by
appointment so it’s simple to learn and fast to train.
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